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The ddJ.L molecule formation rates have Ьееп measured from the two hyperfine states of the 
dJ.L atom in the temperature range of Т = 5-30 К. Results are consistent with the measurement of 
the TRIUMF group а! Т = 3 К апд contradict theoretical predictions. The work was performed 
оп the JINR phasotron (DиЬпа). 

1. INТRODUCTION 

Миоп Catalyzed Fusion (MCF) in pure deuterium (see scheme in Fig. 1) has relatively 
simple kinetics and therefore is ап attractive way to check the basic principles of the theory 
of muonic molecule resonance formation. Recent years have provided significant success both 
in the theoretical consideration [1-3] and in the measurements [4-6] of the ddJL molecule 
formation rate (Лddl') including strong spin effects. As is seen from Fig. 2, measurements ofthe 
temperature dependence Лddl'(Т) at т > 20 К are in excellent agreement with the «standard» 
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Fig. 1. Scheme of J.L-catalyzed processes in pure deuterium 
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Fig. 2. Dependence Лdd,..(Т). Square - 171; circles - present work; triangles - previous 
Dubna measurements [6}; stars - 14, 5}. The line corresponds to the «standard» theory [1-31 

theory of resonance muonic molecule formation. The most impressive consequence of their 
comparison is the determination ofthe energy ofthe weakly bound level in the ddJ.l system with 
ап accuracy of ~ 0.1 теУ. Note that the latter corresponds to 1 % ofthe relativistic contributions 
to this energy. 

It was thought that measurements at lower temperatures would allow only improved 
accuracy ofthe main MCF parameters. However, the recent measurement ofthe ddJ.l molecule 
formation rate fюm the spin F = 3/2 state of the dJ.l atom at Т = 3 К [7] shows а 
large discrepancy with theory. Our aim was to extend the systematic measurement of ddJ.l 
mesomolecule formation rate from the ditТerent hyperfine dJ.L atom states >'3/2 and >'1/2 and 
the hyperfine transition rate >'d within the 5-30 К temperature range. Preliminary results have 
Ьееп pubIished [8]. 

In this paper we give the results of full ana1ysis including the determination of the absolute 
values ofthe resonant (from the dJ.L atom spin state F == 3/2) and nonresonant (F = 1/2) ddJ.l 
molecule formation rates. At Iow deuterium temperature these values were previously measured 
in liquid deuterium at Т = 22 К [6} and Т = 23 К [4} and showed а noticeabIe discrepancy 
with theory for the value of >'1/2 (nonresonant) [91. For normalization the authors of [7] used 
the value of >'1/2 obtained in [4] and then corrected in [10]; they also were not аЫе to measure 
the deuterium density directIy in the experiment. 

The important feature of the present is the measurements with liquid and solid deuterium 
were performed in the same experiment under conditions having well defined deuterium density 
and temperature. 

2. EXPERIMENТAL METHOD 

The experimental method has Ьееп detailed elsewhere [6]. We measured and analyzed 
the yield and time distribution of 2.5 МеУ пеutюпs from the d + d fusion reaction at seven 
temperatures in the range 5-30 К 
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df.L + d ~ ddf.L ~ 3Не + n. (1) 

А simplified schematic ofthe experimenta1 apparatus is sllOwn in Fig. 3. In particular а specially 
constructed solid deuterium target (Т) of volume 280 ст3 [11] and а total absorption neutron 
spectrometer [12] (NE-213 to provide n - 'у separation [l3J). The spectrometer consisted of 
two identical parts symmetrically placed around the target with total volume of 22 liters. High 
neutron detection efficiency (solid angle ~ 65% and intrinsic efficiency ~ 70% resulted in 
sufficiently high counting rate yet relatively low random background. 

The target was enclosed in а liquid helium cooling cryostat. Special attention was given 
to achieving а high uniformity in temperature and density throughout the large target volume. 
То this end, а heat conductor consisting of 500 copper wires 0.4 тт in diameter was set 
inside the target which produced temperature gradients throughout. the target not higher than 
0.1 К. Temperatures were measured Ьу two Ьеliит thermometers which were placed at different 
heights inside the target whose temperatures were kept constant to within ап асситсу ofO.2 К. 

ТЬе deuterium was purified with а palladium filter down to 10-1 ррт impurity 
concentration. The protium content was по higher than 0.5%. 

ТЬе trigger selected those events for further recording and analysis which corresponded to 
the appearance ofthe neutron [4(N1 + N 2)J and electron [4(N1 + N 2)] signals during the 10 f.Ls 
gate, opened Ьу the тиоп stop (1 . 2 . 3 . 4) signal. Discrimination against backgrounds 
originating from the mпоп stops in the target waIIs places the requirement оп electron times 
of t. > 0.2 f.Ls after the тиоп stop ио = О). 

As usual, the neutron yield was normalized to the питЬес of electrons from the decay of 
muons stopped in deuterium. The time spectmm of Jl-decay electrons obtained in the run at 
19.0 К is shown in Fig. 4. lt was analyzed using the expression 
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Fig. З. Simplified scheme of the experimental setup. 1, 2, 3, 4 are scintillation counters; 
N 1, N2 are total absorption neutron detectors, Т is the deuterium target 
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Fig. 4. Time spectrum of the 
decay electrons. The dashed 
Hne represents muon stops in 

the target walls 

ТаЫе 1 
Parameters of the exposures 

Number Target filling Temperature, К Density (LHD) Ne , 106 

1 Deuterium, solid 5.5(3) 1.43(4) 4.49(18) 
2 -..;"--"- 9.9(2) 1.43(4) 2.983(14) 
3 " " 15.1(2) 1.42(4) 2.842(14) -- ---
4 " " 17.7(2) 1.40(4) 5.777(19) -- ---
5 Deuterium, liquid 19.0(2) 1.31(4) 4.598(17) 
6 --"--"- 26.3(3) 1.19(4) 2.786(13) 
7 --"--"- 30.5(3) 1.08(4) 1.738(12) 
8 НеНит 14.7(2) 0.37(1) 1.487(9) 
9 Уасиит 

N(t) = а1 ехр(-лt) + a2v(t) + аз. (2) 

Here the short-lived component a2v(t) (dashed curve in Fig. 4) represents тиоп stops in the 
target walls; its shape was determined from the measurements with ап empty target. The slow 
exponent corresponds to muons stopped in deuterium with а slope very close to the free тиоп 
disappearance rate, (ло = 0.455 ",s-I). The number of events belonging to the slow component 
(Ne ) was used in ana1ysis of the neutron events. 

Experimental conditions for the 9 full runs are given in ТаЫе 1. As usual, the density 
is normalized relative to that of liquid hydrogen (LHD, Фо = 4.25 . 1022 пuсlеijсmЗ ). The 
numbers in brackets represent uncertainties in the last figure(s). 

The highest statistics were accumulated at the lowest temperature and in runs 4 and 5 
which were as close as possible in temperature but in different deuterium phase states. Тhe 
measurement with helium was made to determine independently the neutron background (аз 
in Eq. (2) above), while the data obtained with ап empty target allowed us to check the number 
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Лg. 5. Time spectra of the .first detected» catalysis neutron. Тhe deuterium temperature: 
а - 19.0 К (liquid); ь - 5.5 К (solid). Lines correspond to the function (4) with an optimal 

parameters found from the fit 

of тиоn stops in the target walls. 
Those events were selected for further analysis which satisfied the criteria of having: 

1) А neutron in the n - 'у plot [6, 12]. 
2) А J.t-decay electron in the time interval tn + 0.5 J.ts ~ t e ~ tn + 2.5 J.ts. 
Times and amplitudes (recoil proton energy) for those events were accumu1ated separately for 
each run and for each neutron detector. The final results were obtained from the analysis of 
such distributions for the «first detected» neutron events. However the high neutron detection 
efficiency allowed us to register the «second detected» fusion neutronj their yield and time 
distributions were then used to verify the normalization procedure and the detection efficiency 
calculation. Some neutrons time distributions are presented in Figs. 5а, Ь and 6. Оnе сan see 
that the relative yield of the background is 10w and that the neutron spectrum behavior remains 
the same when the temperature and the phase state of deuterium are changed. 

3. КINEТICS OF ТНЕ d-d FUSION CYCLE 

The scheme of the d + d muon-catalyzed processes in pure deuterium is shown in Fig. 1. 
According to ~standard» theory [1,2] the dJ.t atoms are formed with аn initial kinetic energy 
of а few electronvolts in two hyperfine states from which they are quickly thermalized. The 
thermalization rate is estimated to Ье Лthеrm '" 109. Ф S-1 [14,15] which is much higher 
than the J.t тоlесиlе formation and the spin-flip rates. The thermalization stage is therefore 
neglected in the «standard» theory. 

Muonic molecules сап Ье formed either via the nonresonant Auger process where the energy 
released under the ddJ.t formation is transferred to the conversion electron or via the Vesman 
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Fйg. 6. Time spectrum of the background neutron events (target is filled with helium) 
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Fig. 7. Maxwell energy distribution of 
dJ-t atoms for Т = 5 К and Т = 20 К. 
The closest to zero resonance in the 
ddJ-t formation is shown Ьу the dashed 

line 

resonance mechanism [16]. ТЬе rate of nonresonant ddJ1 molecule formation depends slightly 
оп the dJ1 atom епещу (€dJL) and is equal to 0.03 - 0.04 J1S- 1 at Т ~ 50 К [9]. According 
to the Vesman scheme, the resonant ddJ1 formation proceeds via the complex [(ddJ1), d, 2е]* 
which is in ап exited state. This process is characterized Ьу а set of resonances whose positions 
are determined Ьу the spin states of the dJ1 atom (Р = 3/2, 1/2) and of the ddJ1 molecules 
(3 = 3/2, 1/2), as well as Ьу the rotation states of the «initial~ D 2 molecule (Ki ) and the 
complex (К j). ТЬе transitions having 

F = 3/2 --+ 3 = 1/2, K i = О --+ К! = 1, K i = 1 --+ К! = 2 (3) 

dominate at the lowest temperatures [17]. 
Normally the ddJ1 formation is neglected during thermalization, but is considered for the 

Maxwell distributions of the dJ1 atom thermal energies. То obtain the values of ЛddJL (Т) for а 
given temperature, опе therefore integrates the function ЛddJL (EdJL) [17] over the Maxwellian 
W(fdJL; Т). This procedure was used in [18] to give the dependence of ЛЗ/2(Т) presented in 
Fig. 2. Thе Maxwell distributions for Т = 5 К and 20 К are shown in Fig. 7, together with the 
resonance closest in епещу. As сап ье seen from this figure, the thermal епещу distribution 
for Т = 5 К does not overlap this resonance. Only the nonresonant ddJ1 formation is therefore 
expected to contribute at this temperature. From Fig. 7 it follows also that at Т = 20 К dJ1 
atoms spend а small part of their «Maxwell cycle» in the resonance region. 
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We conclude, that the measured value of >"dd/, should therefore ье compared with а 
ca1culated «effective» value which includes: 
1) а contribution during the thermalization stage, по higher than а few percent [1,2]; 
2) integration over the Maxwell distribution. Note that the competition between the spin-flip 
and scattering processes was not taken into account (see [18]); 
3) оnlу:::: 1/4 part ofthe ddp, molecules undergoes fusion in competition with the back decay 
of the complex [1]. 

4. ANALYSIS 

А set of the differential equations corresponds to the scheme of the d - d fusion cycle 
shown in Fig. 1. When therrnalization and the d + d fиsion rates are sufficiently high, it has 
ап exact solution [l] which gives for the form of the neutron Нте distribution [l, 19]: 

(4) 

For the fast exponent its slope >..! is determined rnainlу Ьу the spin-flip rate >"d and its amplitude 
Ь! is determined Ьу the va1ue of >"3/2' The amplitude ofthe slow component Ь. is close to the 
value of >"1/2' 

The parameters ofthe fиnction (4) were fоuлd from the fit ofthe Нте distributions ofthe 
«first detected» пеutroлs. These spectra were солvоlutеd with а Gaussian rеsоlutiол fипсtiол, to 
account for the finite time rеsоlutiол (0"). The value of о" алd the time zero (to) were optimized 
for each ruл. The алаlуsis showed that the time zero stability during the data-taking was better 
than 1 ns. The Ьасkgrоuлd due to тuоп stops iл the target walls was approximated Ьу ал 
ехролепt with the slope >..! ь = 5 p,s-l. Ассidелtаl леutroл events were fitted as ап exponent 
with )... ь = )..0 for tn ~ to алd with а сопstaлt value for tn ::; to. 

At the лехt stage of the analysis the absolute va1ues of the steady state ddp,-molecule 
formation rate were obtained from 

(5) 

Here the ехрrеssiол in the brackets means the absolute леutroп yield for the steady state 
of the d-d fusiол cycle, >... is the slope of the «slow» ехролелt iл (4) and (З. is the partia1 
probability of the геасtiол (1). То а good approximation (better thал 1 %) (З. = (Зnr = 0.53, 
where (Зnr corresponds to the nonresonant ddp, formation. 

In the ехргеssiол for the absolute леutrол yield N n· is the лumЬеr of пеutrол еvелts iл 
the «slow» соmролелt of the time spectrum (4), N e is the лumЬеr of еlесtrолs iлdicаtеd iл 
ТаЫе 1, ft allows for the fiлitе time iлtеrvаl for dеtесtiол of а fиsiол леutrол followed Ьу а 
p,-decay еlесtrол, алd f n is the леutrол dеtесtiол еffiсiелсу. ТЬе latter was calculated usiлg 
two «iлdерелdелt» Молtе Carlo codes. Оле [20] was writtел specially for our ехреrimелtаl d-d 
program алd the other used the stалdаrd package GEANT [21] алd the lоw-елеrgу леutroл 
cross sесtiолs thеrеiл. The results of the two codes соiлсidе withiл 3-5'%. То dеtеrmiле the 
еffiсiелсу 10ss due to the fiлitе threshold the ca1culated recoil рrоtол елеrgy spectrum was 
reconciled with the experimental distribution. This procedure was repeated for data of each 
rип and the example for Т = 19.0 К is given in Fig. 8. The spikes iл the spectrum are due to 
АОС differential попliлеаritу. 
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Fig. 8. Energy spectrum of protons 
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The уаlие of'>'ss. as weH a~ the slope '>'. and the ratio Ь! /Ь. (4), are found from the fit used 
for the numerical solution of the set of differential equations referred to аЬоуе. For the partial 
probability of the reaction (1) fЗr = 0.58 was used for the resonant ddJL formation (Р = 3/2) 
and fЗnr = 0.53 was used for the nonresonant formation (Р = 1/2) [22]. This procedure then 
gave the values of '>'3/2' '>'1/2' and '>'d. There were а few smaH corrections (few percent), e.g., 
for the 10ss due to n - "( separation. 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The experimental results are presented in Table 2. 

ТаЫе 2 
Experimental results 

The rates of the ddJ.L тоlесиlе forrnation 

Temperature, К and dJ.L atom hyperfine transition rate, JLS- 1 

'>'1/2 '>'312 '>'3/2/ '>'1/2 '>'d 
5.5 0.0448(18) 2.48(13) 55.3(1.8) 31.7(1.0) 
9.9 0.0403(20) 2.11(14) 52.3(2.3) 29.3(1.2) 
15.1 0.0424(20) 2.27(16) 53.5(2.4) 32.5(1.5) 
17.7 0.0419(18) 2.24(11) 53.4(1.7) 32.8(1.2) 
19.0 0.0407(21) 2.27(14) 55.8(1.9) 30.2(1.0) 
26.3 0.0389(20) 3.03(20) 77.8(2.4) 36.1(1.4) 
30.5 0.0428(26) 3.20(21) 74.8(2.4) 32.0(1.1) 

The values in brackets are the errors due only to statistics, the fit and the corrections and do 
not include systematic,l'ncertainties from Ф (3%) and €n (8%). Our results are shown in Figs. 2 
and 9, together with t~e data of other authors. Again, our data are given without systematic 
errors in order to show more clearly their dependence оп temperature. 

The data for the «second detected.> neutrons (N1-N2 and N2-N1) were also analyzed. 
Their time distribution relative to the «first detected» neutrons is shown iri Fig. 10. The data 
are summed over аН exposures with solid deuterium. The curve in this figure corresponds to 
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Fig. 10. Time distribution of the «second detected,. neutron accumulated for аН exposures with 
solid deuterium. Line is the function (4) with the exponent slopes obtained from the analysis of 

the «first detected neutrons,. 

exponents with the «fast» and «slow» slopes found above in the analysis of the «first» neutrons. 
ТЬе measured and the predicted spectra are in satisfactory agreement. 

ТЬе value of >"1/2(2) was found from the analysis of the «second» neutrons normalized to 
the number of «first» neutrons: 

>..~i2 = 0.041(3) jLS-1 (statistical епог only). 

This value agrees with that obtained for the «first» neutrons. 
As сап Ье seen from Fig. 2 our data for >"1/2 are in agreement both with our previous 

measurement with liquid deuterium at Т = 22 К and with the results of the PSI group at 
т = 23 К; the latter initiaIly gave >"1/2 = 0.0500(34)(22) jLS-1 [4] and then in [10] as >"1/2 = 
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= 0.045(5) f.lS-I. A1so the experimental results are in excess of theoretical prediction, л~t/~) '" 
,...., 0.03f.ls-1 [9}. 

Of course, ош main result is the measurements ofthe ddf.l molecule formation rate from the 
upper df.l atom spin state for the lowest deuterium temperatures. Together with the pioneering 
result of the TRIUMF group [7} they sharply contradict the «standard» theory, according to 
which only the nonresonant ddf.l formation from the df.l atom spin states сап contribute at the 
lowest temperatures. PossibIe mechanisms to explain it are considered in [18,22, 23}. 

According to (22) the df.l atoms moving in solid deuterium have insufficient Нте to fully 
thermalize, because they lose energy only in inelastic interactions with the lattice excitation. 
Significant ddf.l formation therefore, occurs at energies higher than thermal. This effect сап 
explain the experimental data qualitatively [18} but quantitative agreement with the experiment 
is achieved only for few definite values of the inelastic cross sections. This mechanism could 
ье investigated Ьу repeating the experiment with enhanced protium. 

Another possible explanation involves transitions with negative df.l atom resonance energy 
for ddf.l formation [23} with the transfer of the released energy to lattice excitation. The 
transition J{i = 1 ---+ J{ f = О is appropriate for this scheme. The liquid and solid deuterium 
in this experiment were held at the room temperature ortho-para ratio because equilibration is 
so slow. The experiment should ье repeated with catalyzed р ---+ G' to, inter alia, check this 
mechanism because with рше ortho-deuterium [23) only transitions with positive resonance 
energies are possibIe (3). 

Of course, both mechanisms сап explain the experimental results, but, as was pointed out 
in (18), the data for solid and liquid deuterium are practically identical. Perhaps the problem 
is more complicated and needs а more complete consideration. Incid~ntally the enhanced rate 
is independent of the structure of the solid deuterium lattice viz the TRIUMF group formed 
fcc solid deuterium directly from the gas phase, whereas our solid deuterium had hcp structure 
as it сате from the liquid. 

Finally, the experimental data оп Лd are given in Fig. 9. Ош results are in agreement with 
the previous measurements, both in the solid and liquid deuterium. At the same time, fuH set 
of the data for Т ::; 30 К does not show such а sharp difference from the results for gaseous 
deuterium as was manifested for the first measurement in liquid deuterium. 

We wish to thank Е. Р. Krasnoperov for developing the solid-deuterium target. We also 
thank М. М. Petrovsky' and А. Р. Kustov for help in tests and runs. 

The work was performed under the assistance ofthe Russian Foundation for Basic Research 
and INTAS (Brussels). 
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